
 

The RLFs:  
An Idea, a Reality and a Dream 

 

In 1977, Dr. Stephen Salmon authored a plan that transformed the University of 
California Libraries. A team of library and campus administrators, faculty, staff and 
students, led by Executive Director of University-wide Library Planning Salmon, laid out 
a vision of UC libraries grounded in collaboration, interdependence and 
cooperation. The Plan recommended shared systems and infrastructure - in 1977, 
this meant a computerized union catalog with terminals on all campuses. The plan also 
recommended a method for inter-campus sharing of library materials, replacing paper 
journals with microfilm equivalents, and the construction and development of two 
regional library facilities – one in Northern California and another in Southern California. 
The initial goal of these facilities was to provide space for little-used materials, while 
also helping enable access to the collection on all UC campuses. 
 

Today, the ten UC campuses deposit over 270,000 volumes a year to the regional 
library facilities, and the two RLFs have grown to hold nearly 14 million volumes on 
behalf of the campuses.  
 

The Northern Regional Library Facility began construction in 1981 on UC Berkeley’s 
Richmond Field Station, and opened in 1983. Planning for the Southern Regional 
Library Facility commenced in the early 1980s. The SRLF would be built near the 
corner of Gayley and Veteran Avenues in Westwood, adjacent to the UCLA campus. 
After a three-year delay, due to the 1984 Olympics held in Los Angeles, the construction 
of the facility began in September 1985. Under the direction of executive architects, 
Leidenfrost & Horowitz, the project was completed a year later on October 16, 1986, at 
a total cost of just over 15 million dollars. 
 

In early 1987, four key staff members were hired to lead and manage the new facility. 
Claire Bellanti was the first employee hired and served as the Director of SRLF from 
January 1987 to March 2005. Colleen Carlton, initially hired as Operations Manager, 
became the SRLF Director in 2005, after Bellanti’s retirement. Robert Freel was hired 
as Head of Access Services and Karen May was hired as Processing Supervisor.   
 

The first book to come through the doors of SRLF in 1987 was, “Cry Aloud and Spare 
Not.”  Its barcode, A000000001 8, signaled that it was the first book received between 6 
and 10 inches tall. Special Collections materials were accepted for the first time in 
February of 1989 and, by that year, the SRLF had processed its one millionth volume. 
During the first full year of operation, 33,000 items were loaned. The building was 
opened to the public on January 4, 1988, with a dedication on May 2nd. In attendance 
were UCLA Chancellors, Franklin D. Murphy and Charles E. Young, as well as 
University Librarians, Robert Vosper and Russell Shank..  
 



Administrative management for the two RLFs was initially provided by the University of 
California Office of the President and early governance for the facilities took place within 
distinct Northern and Southern Library boards. In 1994, management responsibility 
was transferred to UC Berkeley and UCLA, and the governance boards were merged in 
2004, creating the Shared Library Facility Board that governs the RLFs today. 
 

By the early 1990’s, the SRLF was getting full and an expansion plan, known as Phase 
2, was soon designed. Construction started in July of 1994, with exterior design 
drawings rendered by renowned architect, Franklin Israel. Phase 2 was completed by 
January of 1996, adding 88,000 square feet to the facility, at a cost of $14.7 million. 
 

From one of the earliest uses of the ORION circulation module in 1988, to installation of 
the first Local Area Network in 1991 for all microcomputers, innovation and creative 
application of technological solutions has always been an SRLF hallmark. In 1994, 
electronic document delivery began with Ariel, a tool for sending articles electronically, 
and in 1998, email was first used to deliver scanned copies of articles as attachments. 
In 1999, the SRLF started lending to non-UC institutions directly. The first SRLF web 
page debuted in 1996 and David Scholl created the SRLF Request Manager, as a web 
based application in 2000.  
 

In 1996, the Preservation Imaging Unit, a team under the leadership of Peter Lacson, 
moved to the SRLF. They began by offering Microfilming services, and over the next 
decade moved into digital imaging. During this time, the unit staff filmed hundreds of 
titles, newspapers, theses, manuscripts and other text-based materials. The SRLF’s first 
digital scanning device, acquired in 2004, was a Digibook. Newer digitizing technology 
soon followed and the Unit was eventually renamed Imaging Services.  
 

Over the years, the SRLF hosted a variety of programs. The UCLA Conservation Unit 
moved to the facility in a purpose-built lab between 2003 and 2007. The UCLA Film 
and Television Archives stored their collection at the SRLF from 1996 to 2015. 
Internet Archives had a large scale scanning operation here from 2006 to 2009.  Google 
books began a scanning project at SRLF in 2013, which is ongoing.   
 

Let’s take a look at the process of how the SRLF receives a book into its facility and 
how it satisfies lending and article requests. 

The process of receiving new materials for deposit from each library is a key 
responsibility for SRLF staff. UC campus libraries deposit items of various formats 
according to local selection criteria. SRLF receives and counts the deposit against that 
campus’ assigned allocation. Received items are sized and individually reviewed 
against bibliographic records online for accuracy and possible duplication. Items that 
match records online are processed and barcoded for permanent SRLF deposit; 
duplicates and items lacking an online bibliographic record are returned to the 
depositing campus. 

 



Most requests are submitted to the SRLF electronically, either by SRLF Request, UC-
eLinks and CDL Request, or through OCLC. Lending requests are typically filled the 
day they are received. Links to scanned articles are emailed directly to UC patrons. 
Non-circulating items can only be requested by the depositing library. Anyone may also 
request circulating and building use-only material in person, at the SRLF front desk. 

 

In the early 2000s, the first generation of SRLF managers began to turn over with 
Robert Freel leaving for the UCLA Biomedical Library and Jon Edmondson taking over 
as the Head of Access Services in 2001. Karen May retired and Tin Tran replaced her 
as the Head of Processing in 2010. Colleen Carlton retired in the summer of 2015 and 
Cathy Martyniak was hired as Director of the SRLF that Fall.  
The RLFs are not just a home for University of California library materials. The RLFs 
help manage library collections using a set of policies and procedures, developed over 
the last thirty years, that make them the most integrated set of high-density storage 
facilities in the country. In 2004, the UCs led the nation in establishing a policy that 
stated that every volume deposited in the RLFs is persistent and cannot be 
withdrawn.  With this policy, UC libraries can manage their local collections, knowing 
that the holdings of the RLFs are available to support them. A non-duplication policy 
across both RLFs was approved in 2010.  
 

Building on this early vision, UC became a leader in national shared print programs and 
SRLF was there to contribute. SRLF became a contracted holding facility for the JSTOR 
print archive in 2004, and over the course of the contract, verified 14 million pages.  As 
UC launched the Western Regional Storage Trust in 2009, both SRLF and NRLF 
became primary archive builders for this regional program.     
 

As of today, the SRLF has approximately 6.5 million volumes on shelves, with space for 
only a few hundred thousand more. Although the SRLF is not currently planning a third 
phase, the system is planning to expand NRLF, adding another decade’s worth of 
storage capacity to the RLFs that can support the Libraries deposit needs into 2030. 
 

With ever-growing collections and the changing needs of campuses, the SRLF has 
adapted and evolved numerous times over the past thirty years and we see ourselves 
continuing to do so today. A stronger collaboration initiative across the RLFs called, 
“One RLF, Two Locations” is driving our approach to building new services and 
capitalizing on our incredible staff.  With the planned expansion of NRLF, we have a 
strategy for serving campus storage needs to the year 2030, and UC is now looking at 
expanding our involvement in shared print to national programs. The importance of 
hiring, training and maintaining a first class staff, who are empowered to innovate and 
think creatively, will endure.  
 

How exciting to think about all the wonderful opportunities in our future, as we imagine 
what the SRLF will be like another thirty years from now.  
 


